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The Cemetery Committee meets monthly and has a full roster of 6 members. We continue to meet monthly via
Zoom.

Events

Despite the pandemic, we have had a total of 218 visitors to the cemetery since our last report. That includes 3
internments where at least 60 people attended:
Sara Baker, 10 people
Nicholas Boyce, 50 people
Laviscount ash internment without any family attending

We also have had two work days. The first was a Cemetery Work Day on November 7th, where 35 people
attended two sessions: an AM and PM session due to Covid protocols guided by CDC guidelines. The second
work day was done through the Mary McDowell school on May 22nd, with 32 students, teachers and parents
attending. Both work days were extremely valuable because the usual maintenance done by the Prospect Park
Alliance was curtailed due to covid.

Our Sexton, Robert Wilbur, hosted 30 people over the course of the year for grave visits and grave site
selections.

And finally, with the opening of New York City we finally were able to host a long-planned Open Saturday on
June 27th. 6 Friends from the Quarter attended, with 56 more people (Friends and neighbors) attending a
cemetery tour hosted by Bob.

Our vision is to hold these once-a-month Open Saturdays to extend access to Friends beyond the usual, past
arrangements done through scheduling with our sexton. Our next Open Saturday is schedule for July 24th.
August, September, and October dates are to be scheduled, along with a Fall Work Day. Our hope is that these
open days will promote awareness and motivate Friends throughout the Quarter to take full advantage of the
extended number of scheduled openings to visit our cemetery.

Another goal of Open Saturdays is to extend a sense of community and provide a scheduled time that visitors to
Prospect Park partake in a place that might have been nothing more than a mysterious piece of land behind a
fence.

The committee is dedicated to being thoughtful and dedicated stewards of this special place and balancing that
long historic role with a greater sense of openness and community.

Facilities

The Cemetery Committee has spent the past year motivated by the Quarter’s embrace of a new facility to create
a more inviting environment for Friends. We are in the early stages of planning for a landscape survey and other
preparatory work needed to start building a new structure in the cemetery that will  reflect Quaker values while
also offering a more visually appealing and more useful building. This effort has meant a great deal of time
consulting with a variety of legal, architectural and park personnel with plans to use the rest of 2021 as a time to
lay the proverbial groundwork for action in 2022.



In general, the committee is looking at a facility that will provide the sexton a more inviting work environment,
addressing storage shortcomings, and expanding space for family and Friends to gather, to name just a few
goals, without greatly expanding the footprint and sacrificing the natural flora.

There’s much work to be done but the committee is embracing this responsibility as a priority.

Maintenance

Robert Wilbur continues to be an outstanding steward of the cemetery. And after a number of months with
reduced services due to fallout of the pandemic, the Prospect Park Alliance is back in the cemetery providing
multiple caretaking services. We are in the beginning phases of contract talks with the Alliance after many,
many years of operating under a verbal agreement. This is designed to set up a stronger foundation with the
Alliance where both parties can look to a bit more definition in our relationship.

Availability and Outreach

As addressed in relationship to events, the committee is motivated to providing greater access to the beauty and
serenity of cemetery to Friends. In addition, we are discerning how the cemetery can play its part in
community-building, spiritual renewal and celebrating That of God in each other. We are looking to balance
making the cemetery more inviting and welcoming to the larger community while ensuring it remains a spiritual
haven where Friends can find safety, peace, and tranquility.
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